Steps To Support Your Business during
CV-19
You may wish to take ownership of yourself and your family members by listing your birth
certificate declarations and taking ownership of your legal fictions. This can be done on the
common law court website (CLC) if you choose this path. You need to do this if you plan to list
your business as a CLC company.
Please take your time and be sure this is what you want to do and that you understand why you
are doing this through your own research. We are not lawyers and this is advice.
You can still use common law to save your business while you make this decision.

A)

Signing up to Common Law Court

You MUST complete these steps in the correct order
1. Go to the CLC website at: lhttps://www.commonlawcourt.com/login/ , on the right
hand side of the page you will see an option for ‘Register your Birth Certificate Now’. By
listing on this document, you are creating your BC declaration and your login details in the
one effort. Log out. You should receive an e-mail in the next 10 minutes or so with your BC
number confirmation. If you don’t get an email, you can check you are listed by the drop
down menu for BC.
2. Log back onto the CLC website and create a birth certificate declaration for your family.
Complete one person at a time. Wait for confirmation by email and print out and retain a
copy of each email. If your family has several members, this may take a while. One at a
time, wait for the confirmation email.
3. Log back in and take ownership of your legal fiction. You will find this on the ‘Deeds’ page.
4. Wait for confirmation of each by email, and then print out and retain a copy of each email.
5. Now list your business as a company under common law at:
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/companies-registration/
6. You will also need to sign up to pay £50 monthly for support. This is done through the donate
button . This means that the CLC would be there to help you when you decide to exit the government
system ie not pay taxes or VAT. When you do this step, be sure to write a note explaining what the
donation is for. Also add in the notes for them to send you the deeds and the CLC ID card as these
are free when you sign up to the monthly payments. You can also email them as a matter of urgency,
to send you the deeds and the ID card. Display a copy of the deeds so you can refer to them when
any government agents are hassling you.
Any help you need can be addressed in an email to info@commonlaw.com
Please note, we are not linked to the CLC website.

B) Useful Documents
1. Print, laminate or use a plastic sleeve, and display the ‘CLC Business Trespass Notice’ (see
files in the group. It’s a green notice with a red title ) . This is a powerful document as a living
wo/man. Your place of business is private, owned by you the living wo/man. It is your place of
earning. This means you chose who can come in.
2. Print off a few copies of the ‘Do Not Consent Notices’ from the group files. These can be
handed out if you feel a lack of confidence at the beginning. The notice states that the
business is under CLC and stands under its jurisdiction.
3. You may want to print off copies of conditional acceptance notices depending on the type
of visits and the reasons for them. These are quite powerful as they ask the agents for proof of
claims.
4. There is also a conditional notice against closures which you may wish to send to
government, council, police etc
5. You can also adapt the Risk Assessment in the files to your business (named CV-19 Hazard
Management Original). Our risk assessment is evidence and research based and the links
are also included.
This may be needed if you wish to accept advice for example from any agents you wish to
continue to use. For example ‘Health inspector’. You must stand firm and make sure they
understand that you are taking advice and do not wish to contract with them. Explain to them your
business is run under CLC and not statutory regulations.

C) What to say and not to say
• The key is to AVOID making joinder with any government agents.
• Never give your name. Even if they know your name, as it is your business, they still need you to
confirm that verbally.
• Be sure to inform other members of staff to NOT answer questions and inform them to call you
straight away if you are not there, without them stating your name. They could refer to you as
the manager.
• Stick to your script and do not make statements. These can be used against you.
• Do not answer their questions as these are to trick you into making statements which can be
used to make joinder and can confuse you and get you to state your opinions. Keep them to

yourself. Don’t try to argue with them about the measures and how you disagree etc STICK TO
THE SCRIPT.
• If they read your rights, threaten with a fine, or to close you down, begin to say I do not consent
and I do not wish to contract with you. Say these at least 3 times. Keep repeating if necessary
while they try to issue a fine or make their threats.
• Tell them they are trespassing and that you wish them to leave. Say this three times and they
tend to leave after the third time.
• If they tell you, you don’t need to consent. You might want to remind them that this country is
ruled by consent. And statutory regulations, acts and statutes are only law, when you consent.
And you do not consent. This is your right and you do not wish to give away your right.
• Repeat the above every time you get a visit.
• Stay firm and with time, you will notice the fear you had disappear..
• After a few visits, other steps you can take are to put them on notice with a firm verbal warning.
You will be warning them in their personal capacity. Meaning if you were to take them to court,
they would not have their superiors helping them. Repeat your warning firmly at least three
times. They should leave.

Sample conversation: (Be sure to video record )
It is a good idea to rehearse verbally .

Hello there, may I speak to the manager?
Have you read the trespass notice on the door, sir ? Please read it and understand it.
We are not trespassing. We have every right to be here. We had a report that you are not
following the Covid regulations and we are here to investigate this.
May I have your name, badge number and can you state which station you are operating from?
Of course. ………….. So, why are you not wearing a mask?
These premises operate under CLC jurisdiction. I do not wish to contract with you. (you could
hand the notice or point them to the CLC company deed)
I am not here for a contract. Why are you not wearing a mask?
I do not wish to contract with you.
As I said, I am not here for a contract. Are you following the regulations?
I do not wish to contract with you and I not consent to the regulations.
You have no choice. You must consent to the law.
Statutory regulations are only law when we consent . And I DO NOT CONSENT.
They are laws, the law of the land.
I DO NOT CONSENT. I DO NOT CONSENT. And I do not wish to contract with you.
Please leave.

We will be back. Next time I will issue a fine if you continue to not follow the regulations.
Please read the trespass notice on your way out and make sure you understand it. I do not
consent.

